Structural Analysis  
- Exercise 3 Script -

Directions: Using the lists of common prefixes, roots, and suffixes, complete the words below so that they maintain the correct meanings in the sentences.

```ex anti able ology eu de tri auto hypo homo ism```

1. In my geo__________ class, we study the structure of the earth.
   (Answer: ology)

2. At her funeral, the kindly old woman was __________logized by her close family and friends because they believed she was a good, kind person who would be missed dearly.
   (Answer: eu)

3. A __________nym is a word with the same sound and spelling as another word but different in meaning.
   (Answer: homo)

4. I must __________cline your invitation as I have another commitment that evening.
   (Answer: de)

5. The judge has ordered that the body be __________humed. After the body is taken out of the grave, an autopsy will be performed.
   (Answer: ex)

6. People who have abnormally low level of glucose in the blood suffer from a condition known as __________glycemia.
   (Answer: hypo)
7. In order to prepare for the ________athlon, the athlete began a strict training schedule in the three disciplines of the sport: swimming, biking, and running.
   (Answer: tri)

8. That young man appears to be ________social; he seldom goes anyplace if many other people will be there.
   (Answer: anti)

9. Because her dog is so unmanage__________, Martha is taking him to obedience school.
   (Answer: able)

10. The belief that things will get worse is called pessim__________.
    (Answer: ism)

11. College students have more ________nomy than high school students, so they must learn to be responsible for themselves.
    (Answer: auto)